Sustainability and Climate Trends to Watch for 2024

2024 will be a year of _________?
Innovation / Transformation / Uncertainty / Breakthroughs / Risk / global competition / disruption / economic shifts / extreme weather / affecting both home and work what does that mean for companies / Companies ____________ how will companies account for Carbon emissions?

Carbon Market the voluntary Carbon Markets is...
under increasing scrutiny Criticism is often directed at older projects. Investing in Nature Nature and biodiversity have moved up the global regulatory agenda and captured investors’ attention. attention Attention on AI *Image flash* The widespread adoption on AI looks poised to disrupt industries What are companies’ approaches to risk, Talent And privacy management & regulatory compliance? 2024 will be a year of ____________?
Find out more: Download the 2024 edition of Sustainability and Climate Trends to Watch by MSCI ESG Research.
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